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Agenda
1. Part I recap
2. Bias and rigour in qualitative analysis
3. Coding as a team
4. Demo of a final coding structure and how to use it
5. How qualitative data is reported
6. Alternatives to NVivo

Learning Objectives
1. Understand methods to ensure rigour in qualitative
analysis (and check your bias!)
2. Understand the steps required to code as a team
3. Understand how to interpret, present, and report qualitative
data
4. Learn about a few alternatives to NVivo software

Part I Recap
• Thematic or content analysis (there's many more qualitative
methods than this)
• Six phases of thematic analysis
– Know the data, generate codes, create themes, review, name,
report

• Demo of coding with NVivo (import data, create codes)
Recommended resources: NVivo Training Videos

Bias in Qualitative Analysis
• Questions in Part I about bias
• Post-positivism
– Multiple measures and observations: lots
of room for error?
– need for triangulation across sources
– all observations theory-laden; we are
biased
– All bring our worldviews (aka positionality,
subjectivity)
 Recommended reading: Berger, 2015

Rigour in Qualitative Analysis
• Establish rigour through reliability, validity, and trustworthiness
• Role of the researcher in qualitative requires reflexivity
• Role of research team members is to question and reflect on
the process: team reflexivity, transparency
 What are we taking for granted in our understanding of the
data?
 How does my way of thinking/being influence my understanding
of what the data is saying?

Rigour - concepts
• Reliability (inter-coder)
– Visibility of research practices, analysis and conclusions
– Mindful of partiality and limits of research findings

• Validity
– To validate, question, and theorize the meaning, attributes, and
characteristics of phenomenon under study
– Trustworthiness: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability
TIP: Use the COREQ checklist
 Recommended reading: Lincoln & Guba 1985; Cypress 2017

Increasing Trustworthiness
Increasing Credibility
• Prolonged engagement
• Triangulation
• Peer debriefing
• Negative case analysis
• Member-checking

Increasing Confirmability
• Confirmability audit
• Audit trail
• Triangulation
• Reflexivity

Increasing Transferability
• Thick description (of themes,
setting, participants)

Increasing Dependability
• Inquiry audit

Analytic strategies for increasing rigour
• Coding data from notes, observations or interviews
• Recording insights or reflections (as well as decisions)
• Sorting through the data to identify similar phrases, patterns,
themes, sequences and important features
• Looking for commonalities and differences among the data and
extracting them for further consideration and analysis
• Gradually deciding on a small group or generalizations that hold true
for the data
• Examining and reflecting on these generalizations based on existing
knowledge, assumptions, etc.
 Recommended reading: Neergaard 2009

Showing your work (from a Methods section)
"We followed the six phases suggested for thematic analysis from Braun and
Clarke (2006).
First, two research team members (FP and JG) familiarized themselves with
the data through review and reflection on interviews and field notes (Phase 1).
Initial codes were then generated (Phase 2) by FP and JG, who met regularly
to confirm the consistency of the coding structure and resolve any
disagreements through discussion.
The two worked together to search for themes (Phase 3), review themes
(Phase 4), and define/name themes (Phase 5) with regular check-in meetings
and input provided from GA and LD.
Phase 6 entails the report being produced as seen in this paper.
As described in Lincoln and Guba (1985), to increase the credibility and
confirmability, triangulation was used, combining different methods of data
collection, multiple perspectives, and multiple analysts (Patton 1999); and to
increase transferability, thick descriptions were used to describe the study
sample and setting"
From Agarwal et al., 2019

Demo

How to Code as a Team
1. Read 2-3 transcripts, always asking:
– What is the main concept, topic or idea of this statement?
– Is it relevant to our research question(s)?
2. Jot down emerging codes in Word document or on paper
3. Meet as a Team to discuss and create coding structure
4. Start building coding structure in NVivo
5. Assign an NVivo File Master
6. File Master sends copies of NVivo file to all coders
7. Coders add nodes to existing codes and create new codes only when
necessary


Recommended reading: Guidelines for Teams Using NVivo, Valaitis & Cleghorn
in shared drive Qualitative folder

From: Guidelines for Teams Using NVivo

NVivo Team Coding Golden Rules
• When in doubt, right click!
• Meet, meet, meet as a team to discuss, compare and
agree/disagree on coding structure
• Meet as a team to clump and clean coding structure
• Maintain an audit trail of team decisions, reflections
• Never edit an existing node or a transcript - messes up the
file merge
• Obey the NVivo File Master
Use NVivo Help and online tutorials

Presenting results
• Tables with themes and sub-themes; can include quotes
• Text organized by theme with quotes
• Write up findings specifically to answer research question(s)

From: Perceptions of older adults in Ontario, Canada on the implementation and impact of a primary care programme,
Health Teams Advancing Patient Experience: Strengthening Quality (Health TAPESTRY): a descriptive qualitative
study

Additional NVivo functions
Automatic coding of document source
(autocode)
• Use "headings" in Word source document to
autocode with NVivo
• Auto code to create a node for each
question (based on heading 1 [H1] and
heading 2 [H2] styles)

Case classifications
• Create "cases" or groups of your data for
further analysis
• Attributes (demographics) such as age,
gender, location, etc.

• Type of respondent
Queries
• Text search
• Word frequency
• Coding search
• Coding comparison
• Visualizations

Matrices
• Framework matrix
• Matrix coding query

 Recommended resources: NVivo Training Videos

Example of a framework matrix

1 Rows: each row
represents a case
node.
2 Columns: each
column represents a
theme node
3 Associated view: a
node that (by default)
displays source
content that is coded
at the row (case)
4 Cells: each cell is
the intersection
between a case and
theme node

Matrix coding queries

Alternatives
Analysis
• Qualitative takes a long time … any alternatives?
• Rapid Turn Around Method – Neha

Software
• NVivo is expensive: $895 USD perpetual license, $99 for student with student ID
• Dedoose: cheap @ $12/month, cloud-based, OK for smaller data sets
• Excel for qualitative: no cost, trialing with a DFM project now
 Recommended resources: See shared drive dfmresearch>Research Resources>Qualitative

Ose, S. O. (2016). Using Excel and Word to structure
qualitative data. Journal of Applied Social Science, 10(2), 147162.

Resources
• U of A International Institute of Qualitative Methods Webinars
(master class and archives)
– Sally Thorne Interpretive Description Webinar April 30

• Shared drive
– Dfmresearch:\Training and Resources\Knowledge and Skills Builder Sessions\Qualitative Research
Skills\What to Know About NVivo A Qualitative Primer

– This slide deck and handouts
– Guidelines for Teams Using NVivo
– Transcription service info

• NVivo Training Videos
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